Haemorrhoids

If you see bright red blood after going to the toilet, particularly if it's on the toilet paper, you probably have haemorrhoids (piles). Haemorrhoids are swollen veins around your anus. They aren't dangerous, and often go away on their own. But if your haemorrhoids become more troublesome, there are treatments that can help.

We've brought together the best research about haemorrhoids and weighed up the evidence about how to treat them. You can use our information to talk to your doctor and decide which treatments are best for you.

What are haemorrhoids?

Haemorrhoids are swollen blood vessels around your anus and inside your rectum. They're sometimes called piles.

We don't know exactly what causes haemorrhoids. Experts think they occur when the small blood vessels (veins) in the lining of your rectum become wider and swollen with blood. [1]

Here are some reasons why you may get haemorrhoids.

• You strain when you go to the toilet, perhaps because you're constipated. You may not be eating enough fibre.

• If you are a woman and you're pregnant, pressure from your baby may restrict the flow of blood around your anus. And changes in your hormones may affect your veins.

• You are also more likely to get haemorrhoids if the walls of your veins are weak. You can inherit this from your parents in your genes.

You can get haemorrhoids either inside your rectum or outside, under the skin around your anus. [2] Your anus is the opening from your rectum.

Doctors put haemorrhoids into four categories, depending on how bad they are. [3]
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- **First degree**: These are small swellings on the inside of your rectum. You can't see them or feel them from outside. They may bleed when you go to the toilet, but your symptoms are mild.

- **Second degree**: These are larger swellings. They may partly push out (prolapse) from your anus when you go to the toilet. But they soon spring back inside again.

- **Third degree**: The swellings hang out from your anus. But you can push them back inside with a finger.

- **Fourth degree**: The swellings become quite large. They are permanently outside your anus. You can't push them back inside.

To diagnose haemorrhoids, your doctor will need to do a physical examination. They will look for swollen blood vessels around your anus. Your doctor may use a proctoscope (a hollow tube with a light) to look for haemorrhoids inside your rectum.

**What are the symptoms of haemorrhoids?**

Haemorrhoids don't always cause troublesome symptoms. Small haemorrhoids may cause only mild discomfort. But large haemorrhoids can be irritating and itchy.

The most common symptom is bright red blood on the toilet paper or in the toilet bowl. Other symptoms are: [4]

- Swellings hanging out of your anus (called a prolapse)
- Itching
- Leaking mucus from your anus (this may irritate your skin)
- Pain, which you usually only get when the swellings are prolapsed (hanging down outside your anus).

You may also get a blood clot (thrombus) in the haemorrhoid. This isn't common, but it can be very painful.

**How common are haemorrhoids?**

Haemorrhoids are common. Lots of people have trouble with them at some time in their life.

We couldn’t find much information to tell us exactly how common haemorrhoids are. Many people don't see a doctor when they get them, so it's hard to know.

In the United States, at any one time, about 1 in 20 people have haemorrhoids. [5]
What treatments work for haemorrhoids?

If your symptoms are mild, there are creams and ointments that you can use yourself to treat your haemorrhoids. But if your symptoms are more troublesome, you may choose to have an operation.

You might be worried that the bleeding is caused by something serious. For more information, see What else can cause bleeding? If your doctor can tell you that your bleeding is definitely caused by haemorrhoids, it may put your mind at rest. Once you know there's nothing seriously wrong, you can decide whether you'd rather try simple treatments or have an operation.

The kind of treatment your doctor suggests will depend on how bad your haemorrhoids are. For a description of the categories of haemorrhoids, see What are haemorrhoids?

- **First degree**: There are things you can try yourself to treat mild haemorrhoids. These include avoiding constipation and not straining on the toilet. If you get a lot of bleeding, you may need treatment to shrink your haemorrhoids. You could have injections, infrared treatment, or banding.

- **Second degree**: This type of haemorrhoid can be treated with banding, injections, or infrared treatment. Banding is the most common method. Doctors use a rubber band to cut off the blood supply to your haemorrhoid.

- **Third degree**: If you have a prolapsed haemorrhoid (it hangs down outside your anus), you can have banding at first. But you may need an operation to cut away the haemorrhoid.

- **Fourth degree**: If you feel treatment is necessary, you'll need an operation to have this type of haemorrhoid cut away.

Treating yourself

Simple things, such as changing the foods you eat, may help with haemorrhoids. And there are creams and ointments you can buy from a pharmacist or get from your doctor.

We haven't looked at the research on these treatments in the same way we have for the other treatments. But we've included them because they're often the first things people try.

To read more, see Haemorrhoid treatments you can try yourself.

For the rest of the treatments we cover here, we've looked at the best research and given a rating for each treatment according to how well it works.
Treatment Group 1

Treatments for haemorrhoids

Treatments that work

• Banding

Treatments that are likely to work

• Haemorrhoidectomy (an operation to cut away your haemorrhoids)
• Infrared treatment
• Stapled haemorrhoidectomy

Treatments that need further study

• Tying the arteries
• Injections
• Treatment using radio energy

What will happen to me?

Your haemorrhoids might disappear without any treatment. You may find they come and go. There are several treatments to get rid of them, but haemorrhoids sometimes come back after treatment.

Haemorrhoids usually settle down if you simply: [3]

• Avoid constipation
• Are careful not to strain on the toilet
• Make sure you eat plenty of fibre and drink lots of fluids.

If you do need further treatment, the outlook is still very good. Haemorrhoids rarely cause any serious problems. But you may get haemorrhoids again from time to time.

Treatments:

Banding

In this section
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If you have this treatment, your doctor will place a rubber band around the base of your haemorrhoid. The band cuts off the blood supply, and the haemorrhoid drops off within a few days.

You may hear this treatment called **rubber band ligation**.

Banding is the most common treatment for second degree haemorrhoids. For a description of the categories of haemorrhoids, see [What are haemorrhoids?](#)

- Usually, banding is done by a surgeon in a hospital outpatient department.
- It only takes a few minutes and mostly it isn’t painful, so you probably won’t need an anaesthetic to numb the area.
- Up to three swellings can be treated at one time using this method.

There’s a small risk of complications with banding. But these are less serious than the side effects you might get from [an operation to cut away your haemorrhoids](#).

In one study, almost 8 in 10 people were free of symptoms a month after having banding treatment.\(^6\) Another study looked at about 200 people with second degree haemorrhoids.\(^7\) About four years after banding treatment, almost half the people still had no haemorrhoids.

Banding may work better than treating haemorrhoids with [injections](#).\(^8\) \(^9\) \(^10\) Banding may be better at:

- Reducing pain
- Avoiding the need for more treatment
- Preventing a prolapse (when haemorrhoids hang down outside your anus)
- Reducing bleeding.

But banding may cause more side effects straight after treatment than injections.

Banding may not work so well if you have more serious haemorrhoids. An operation to cut away your haemorrhoids might be better.\(^11\)

You are less likely to get side effects after banding than after an operation to get rid of your haemorrhoids using [staples](#).\(^11\) One study looked at how many people got side effects after having banding or surgery. It found that about 8 in 100 people had side effects after banding treatment, but 16 in 100 people who had surgery had side effects. The problems you could get include:

- Bleeding
• Pain
• Difficulty passing urine.
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• Pain
• Difficulty passing urine.

Haemorrhoidectomy

An operation to cut away your haemorrhoids is called a haemorrhoidectomy. Your doctor may recommend this operation if you have third or fourth degree haemorrhoids. For a description of the categories of haemorrhoids, see What are haemorrhoids?

If you have a haemorrhoidectomy, you'll probably only need to stay in hospital for a few hours.

• You'll be given an anaesthetic. You will have either a general anaesthetic so that you are asleep during the operation or a local anaesthetic to numb the area.
• Your surgeon will cut away your haemorrhoids with a scalpel or surgical scissors.
• They will then either close your wound with stitches or leave it to heal naturally.

If you have stitches, it's called a closed haemorrhoidectomy. If the wound is left to heal by itself, it's called an open haemorrhoidectomy.

It doesn't seem to make much difference whether you have stitches or not. Both operations seem to work about as well as each other. Your wound might heal slightly more quickly if you have stitches, but it won't affect how long you'll need to stay in hospital.

The research shows that an operation to get rid of your haemorrhoids works well. In one study, all the people who had an operation were still free of haemorrhoids one year later. Another study found that about 8 in 10 people still had no haemorrhoids a year after their operation.

There's also a newer operation that uses staples to reduce the blood supply to your haemorrhoids and shrink them.

There's a small risk of complications with an operation to remove your haemorrhoids. You may have:

• Bleeding
• Problems passing urine
• Problems passing stools.
Infrared treatment

Doctors can use an infrared device to burn haemorrhoids away. This treatment is sometimes called infrared coagulation. It will probably relieve the symptoms of first or second degree haemorrhoids. For a description of the categories of haemorrhoids, see What are haemorrhoids?

Infrared treatment seems to work just as well as banding or injections. Between about 6 in 10 and 8 in 10 people who have infrared treatment get rid of their haemorrhoids with infrared treatment. But it isn't used as often as other treatments.

One study found that people who had infrared treatment were more likely to be free of symptoms three months later than people who had injections. People also had less pain straight after the treatment.

People who have infrared treatment may be less likely to have pain than people who have banding. But one study showed that infrared treatment might not be as good at controlling bleeding.

Stapled haemorrhoidectomy

This is a newer operation. It's used mainly for internal haemorrhoids. It's sometimes called a stapled haemorrhoidectomy.

In this operation, your surgeon will use a circular stapling device to remove a ring of the lining of your rectum. This helps to lift your haemorrhoids higher inside your rectum where they're less likely to cause you trouble. It also reduces the blood supply to your haemorrhoids, which helps to shrink them. The idea is that the surgery is done inside your rectum, rather than on the sensitive skin around your anus. So you should have less pain.

You'll usually have a general anaesthetic, so you'll be asleep during the operation. But you may only need to stay in hospital for a few hours after this type of surgery.

This operation works well. More than 9 in 10 people are still free of haemorrhoids a year after their operation.

Researchers have compared this operation with the older ways of removing haemorrhoids. One summary of the research (called a systematic review) found that people who had an operation using staples were able to go home from hospital about a day sooner than those having other haemorrhoid operations.
We don't know whether your haemorrhoids are more likely to come back after an operation with staples or with older types of surgery. One review found that more people need further surgery after an operation with staples, because their haemorrhoids had come back. However, the difference between staple surgery and other types was small enough to be down to chance. So, we can't say which operation is best for making sure your haemorrhoids don't come back.

One of the reviews also found that prolapse (when the haemorrhoids hang outside your anus) was more common after an operation using staples. However, another review didn't find much of a difference.

There are some advantages to an operation using staples. You'll probably have less pain, although the results on pain vary between studies. One study found that about 4 in 10 people got a problem after an operation using staples, compared with about 9 in 10 people who had an operation to cut away their haemorrhoids. You may also get back to normal more quickly, by around 12 days.

However, you may be more likely to get bleeding after an operation with staples. There are also worries that you might get some serious complications from an operation that uses staples. These complications could be dangerous. The stapler could damage your anus or the wall of your rectum. Doctors need special training to do this operation.

Serious problems are rare, but it's possible that this operation could cause:

- A blockage in your rectum
- A hole (perforation) in your rectum
- An infection around your rectum.

After surgery, some people find it difficult to urinate. In some studies, around 13 in 100 people got this problem.

---

**Tying the arteries**

In this section

A doctor can tie the arteries that supply blood to your haemorrhoids. This operation may relieve your symptoms. But we need more research to find out how well it works.

We only found one small study. It showed that tying the arteries worked just as well as an operation to cut away haemorrhoids. More than 8 in 10 people were still free of their haemorrhoids a year later.
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People who'd had their arteries tied didn't need to stay in hospital as long as people who'd had their haemorrhoids cut off (a haemorrhoidectomy). People who'd had their arteries tied also had fewer complications. In one study, about 1 in 10 people had a problem after their arteries were tied. But 5 in 10 people had a problem after an operation to cut away their haemorrhoids.

Injections

In this section

Injections can be used to try to shrink first or second degree haemorrhoids. But we need more research to know for certain whether this treatment works. For a description of the categories of haemorrhoids, see [What are haemorrhoids?](#)

If you have this treatment, your doctor will inject a chemical into the swollen vein in your haemorrhoid. The chemical causes the vein to collapse inwards. Then your haemorrhoid should drop off within 7 to 10 days. You'll get some bleeding as this happens.

One study compared having injections with advice from a nurse on toilet habits. It showed that having injections didn't help people any more than being given advice on toilet habits from a nurse. The bleeding reduced and other symptoms improved for people who had the injections in much the same way as for people who got advice from a nurse.

Three other studies found that injections didn't work as well as banding in the long term. People who had injections: [8] [9] [10]

- Had more pain
- Needed more treatment more often
- Were more likely to have a prolapse (where haemorrhoids hang down outside the anus)
- Were more likely to have bleeding.

But people who had injections did have fewer side effects straight afterwards. Only 1 in 50 of these people had pain and bleeding after the injection. But more than 5 in 50 people who had banding had these problems.

People who had injections were also less likely to have: [10]

- Discomfort
- Nausea
- Severe pain
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• Bleeding
• Problems passing urine.

---

**Treatment using radio energy**

In this section

This operation uses a surgical instrument that generates radio energy to produce heat. This destroys your haemorrhoids. It’s a bit like the heat from a microwave. The technique is called **radiofrequency ablation**.

Radiofrequency ablation is a fairly new treatment, and there’s not a lot of research on it. The studies we found didn’t say how good this treatment is at actually getting rid of haemorrhoids. One study found it might not work as well as **bANDING**. Banding worked for about 9 in 10 people, and radiofrequency treatment worked for around 8 in 10 people.

Two studies found that people who had radiofrequency ablation had shorter hospital stays than people who’d had an operation to cut away their haemorrhoids (a haemorrhoidectomy). Radiofrequency ablation also caused less bleeding and pain.

---

**Further informations:**

**What else can cause bleeding?**

Several conditions can cause bleeding from your rectum. The bleeding you get from haemorrhoids usually appears separate from your stool, either on the toilet paper or in the toilet bowl. But some conditions can cause you to get blood mixed in with your stools.

Having blood mixed in with your stools can be a symptom of **bowel cancer**. If your doctor thinks it might not be haemorrhoids, other possible causes of bleeding will have to be ruled out.

Make sure you see your doctor if you:

• Are worried about the bleeding for any reason
• See blood mixed in with your stools, rather than on the toilet paper or separate from the stool
• Need to go to the toilet more or less often (especially if you get diarrhoea)
• Lose weight for no obvious reason.
Your doctor can order a colonoscopy to check for any problems inside your large bowel (colon). In this test, your doctor puts a flexible tube with a light inside your rectum. We've prepared some extra information for people thinking of having this test.

**Haemorrhoid treatments you can try yourself**

If you have haemorrhoids, there are several simple treatments you can try yourself. If these help, you might not need any other treatment.

**Avoiding constipation and straining on the toilet**

You should try to reduce the pressure on your haemorrhoids by keeping your stools soft. This means you won't need to strain when you go to the toilet. Not needing to strain may prevent your haemorrhoids protruding and reduce symptoms such as bleeding and itching. Your symptoms will also be less likely to keep coming back. To keep your stools soft, you can try these things. [3]

- Eating plenty of fibre. Fruit, vegetables, wholemeal bread, and grains are good sources of fibre. Your doctor may suggest a supplement, such as ispaghula husk (one brand name is Fybogel) or methylcellulose (Celevac), if a high-fibre diet isn't helping you.

- Having lots to drink. Drinking plenty of water can soften your stools. You must also make sure you're drinking enough water if you're taking a fibre supplement.

- Changing your habits. You should go to the toilet as soon as you feel the need. Waiting can mean you get harder stools that are more difficult to pass. Haemorrhoids may cause a feeling of fullness in your rectum, and it's tempting to strain. But it's important to try not to. And don't sit on the toilet for any longer than you need to.

Some people also find that regular exercise helps.

**Ointments, creams, and suppositories**

You can buy several treatments for haemorrhoids in a pharmacy, or get a prescription from your doctor. We haven't looked at the research on these treatments, but you may find that they help.

- You can buy ointments, creams, and suppositories in a pharmacy. (Suppositories are medicines that you insert into your rectum.) Most of these products contain soothing agents to relieve pain. Some also contain a local anaesthetic. But you should only use these for a few days, because the anaesthetic may irritate the skin around your anus. Brand names include Anacal, Anusol, Germoloids, Hemocane, and Preparation H.
Your doctor may prescribe a cream, ointment, spray, or suppositories containing corticosteroids (often called steroids for short). These are not the same as the anabolic steroids used by some athletes and bodybuilders. They aim to reduce inflammation. You shouldn't use them for longer than a week at a time. Brand names include Anugesic-HC, Anusol-Plus HC, and Xyloproct. You can also buy some brands containing steroids over the counter.

If you get pain, you might find a warm bath is soothing. But very painful haemorrhoids aren't common.

Glossary:

constipated
When you're constipated, you have difficulty passing stools (faeces). Your bowel movements may be dry and hard. You may have fewer bowel movements than usual, and it may be a strain when you try to go.

fibre
Fibre is all the parts of food that the body can't absorb. This is why foods that are high in fibre make you have more bowel movements. When your body can't absorb something, it leaves your body in your stools. Foods high in fibre include wholemeal bread and cereals, root vegetables and fruits.

hormones
Hormones are chemicals that are made in certain parts of the body. They travel through the bloodstream and have an effect on other parts of the body. For example, the female sex hormone oestrogen is made in a woman's ovaries. Oestrogen has many different effects on a woman's body. It makes the breasts grow at puberty and helps control periods. It is also needed to get pregnant.

genes
Your genes are the parts of your cells that contain instructions for how your body works. Genes are found on chromosomes, structures that sit in the nucleus at the middle of each of your cells. You have 23 pairs of chromosomes in your normal cells, each of which has thousands of genes. You get one set of chromosomes, and all of the genes that are on them, from each of your parents.

prolapse
A prolapse is when a part of your body slips out of its normal position.

anus
The anus, which is at the end of the rectum, is where stools leave your body when you go to the toilet. Part of the anus is a muscle that helps you hold in the stool until you are on the toilet.

thrombus
A thrombus is a blood clot that forms inside a blood vessel. It can be dangerous if it blocks the blood supply to a major organ such as your heart or brain. If you get a thrombus, it means you have an illness called thrombosis.

diarrhoea
Diarrhoea is when you have loose, watery stools and you need to go to the toilet far more often than usual. Doctors say you have diarrhoea if you need to go to the toilet more than three times a day.

local anaesthetic
A local anaesthetic is a painkiller that's used to numb one part of your body. You usually get local anaesthetics as injections.

steroids
Steroids are a type of chemical. Your body naturally produces steroids, which play a part in many of its processes. For example, steroids are involved in how your immune system, reproductive system and metabolism work. Steroids can also be given as medicines and are used for a number of different conditions: including asthma, rheumatoid arthritis and eczema. Corticosteroids are not the same as the steroids used by some body builders and athletes. Those steroids are called 'anabolic steroids'.

inflammation
Inflammation is when your skin or some other part of your body becomes red, swollen, hot, and sore. Inflammation happens because your body is trying to protect you from germs, from something that's in your body and could harm you (like a splinter) or from things that cause allergies (these things are called allergens). Inflammation is one of the ways in which your body heals an infection or an injury.

anaesthetic
An anaesthetic is a chemical that blocks the ability to feel sensations like pain or heat. A local anaesthetic blocks the feeling in a specific area of the body. For example, your dentist uses a local anaesthetic like lignocaine in your gums so that you don't feel the pain of having a cavity filled. A general anaesthetic makes you completely unconscious and is usually used only in a carefully controlled environment like an operating room.

**general anaesthetic**
You may have a type of medicine called a general anaesthetic when you have surgery. It is given to make you unconscious so you don't feel pain when you have surgery.

**systematic reviews**
A systematic review is a thorough look through published research on a particular topic. Only studies that have been carried out to a high standard are included. A systematic review may or may not include a meta-analysis, which is when the results from individual studies are put together.

**arteries**
Arteries are the blood vessels that take blood that is rich in oxygen and food away from your heart. The arteries carry this blood to all the tissues in your body.

**veins**
Veins are blood vessels that carry blood back to your heart after your blood has delivered oxygen and food to the tissues.
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